**AGRICULTURAL WORKER PROGRAM ACT OF 2017**

**Key Components**

Agricultural Worker ("Blue Card") Status: The bill provides a one-time opportunity for experienced agricultural workers to apply for legal status if they show consistent employment in U.S. agriculture over the past two years, pay a fine, and aren’t ineligible due to criminal history.

- **Eligibility for the Blue Card is limited to workers who can prove employment in U.S. agriculture for at least 100 work days over the last 2 years.**

- **Allows for subsequent adjustment to permanent residency ("Green Card") for agricultural workers who continue in agricultural work.**

- **In order to adjust to permanent residency, workers must prove employment in U.S. agriculture for at least 100 days per year over the next 5 years or 150 days per year for the next 3 years.**

- **The Agricultural Worker Program Act of 2017 protects employers who have hired Blue Card eligible individuals from civil penalties.**

- **The Agricultural Worker Program Act of 2017 does not amend the H-2A visa program and necessary reforms are still needed to that program.**

- **The Agricultural Worker Program Act of 2017 is modeled almost entirely from the agreements struck in the Comprehensive Immigration Reform (CIR) Package in 2013 which earned 68 votes when it passed the Senate in 2013.**